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NAT I ONAL ADVISORY COMMITTEE FOR AERONAUTICS 
ADVANCE RESTRICTED REPORT 
FAT IGUE STRENGTH AND RELATED CHARACTERIS;ICS OF 
3y H. W. Ruisell 
SUMMARY 
The investi~a tions on spot - welded 24 d-I alclpd re-
ported here lead to the following conclusions:. 
1. For lap -joint sanples wi t h a singl e row of suot 
welds, the static ultimate str ength in pounds per inch 
of join t shows a maximum with varied spot spacing at a 
spacilg of about 3/4 inch . On the contr ary , the load 
sustained to a given lifetime in fati~ue increases as the 
s~ot s~acin~ decreases from Ii inches to 3/8 inch. 
2. Lap-joint sa::1ples S"9 0t - welded by different com-oa-
nies sho wed variation in static strength as high as 20 
percent and variation's in fati gue strengt h as high as 
35 percent. The variation in fatigue strength sho~ed no 
corr elat ion with variation in static strength. The spot 
welds in these samples differed considerably in shano as 
~ell as in size . 
~. Tests on a few wire-stitched lap-joint samDles 
showed that sone of these with 8 to 12 staples had hi~her 
fatigue strenf.., ths than samples with 11 spot 'felds . 
4. T~e fatigue strength of stiffened panels tested 
in co~pression shows a decreasu of as much as jC percent 
for an increase in spot-weld spacin~ from 3/4 inch to 
2 inches. There is little corr e latiou between the vari-
ation of fatigue strength and that o~ static streng th. 
\ 
5. Heat-cracked welds in stiffe~ed pan61s ~ere ~en-
erally as otrong in both static tests and fati5ue tests 
as sound welds . The transverse crack s from overheating 
the welds d.id not, in general , incept fa.tigue failure. 
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INTRODUCTION 
The following progress report on the Fatigue Charac-
teristics of Spot-Welded 24S-T Alclad Aluminum Alloy in-
cludes the resu~te of several miscellaneous tests which 
are extensions of previous ~ork. The previous investiga-
tion is completely described in a report published by the 
National Advisory COIDlliittee for Aero~autics as Advance 
Restricted Report ARR No. 3Flti (hereinafter referred to 
as reference i). 
The present progress report is divided into five 
parts . Part I gives the results of tension fatigue mea s-
urements on lap-joint samp:e s with a si~gle row of spot 
welds spaced 378 inch apart. This extends the previous 
work which included samples with spot spaciLgs of 3/4 inch 
and Ii inches so as to allow some conclusions concerning 
the effect of spot spaci~g on fati gu e strength. 
All spot weldinG on samples used in the previous in-
vBstigation and on those co~cerned in part I of the pres-
ent report was dOlle at the Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute. 
It seemed desirable to compare fati gu e strengths of samples 
spot-~elded by different companies under commercial condi-
tions . Part II of this report contaiuE data on lap-joint 
samples uelded at two different companies and a comparison 
of these data to values obtained in the earlier work on 
samples from the Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute . 
Part III conteiod so me results on fatigue strengths 
of wir~-stitched lap-joint samples and a comparison of 
these result s with values for spot-~elded samples. 
The work previously re~orted also included compres-
sion fatigue tests on panels spot-nelded to hat -shape 
stiffeners. Part IV of this progress report co~tains d ~ta 
o similar samples with SDot spacing s of 2 inches in exten-
sion of the sp~cings of 3/4 jn~h and of It inches previou sly 
used. Comparison of the various results alloTIs some concl u -
sions co n cerning the effect of spot spacing on compression 
fatigue strengths of stiffened panels . 
Part V contaiLs results of c OJ~ression fati gu e tests 
for stiffened panels with purposely overheated S)o t we lds . 
Comparicon of these data 17ith values obtained ea.rlier for 
samples uith sound welds s~o~s the effect in these tests 
of heat cracking in spot welds. 
The gene ral routine of testing for all samples con-
cerned here i s t he same as that used i n the previous in-
vestigation . (S ee reference 1 , appendix II.) :Briefly, 
tests vere made on Krouse Direct Repeated stress Machines, 
and load values we r e corr e cted fo r dynamic inertial effects 
by the use of elect ric al s t rain gages. Load values were 
set and hlaintai~ed to ab out" ±15 pounds or to 3 percent . 
Samples WC re checked by frequent pariod ic inspecti.on . 
This investigation, conducted at tha Battelle Memorial 
I nstitute , wa s sponsored by , and co n duct eJ with financial 
assistance from, the National Advisory Committee for 
Aero nautics . 
Acknowledgment i s d!J.e Mr . E . S. Jenkir"s of the 
Curti ss-Wrigh t Co r poration and Dr. Mau ri ce Nelles of tne 
Lockheed Airc raft Corporation for advice and assistance 
in obtaining materials and jointed sam~les for th i s inves-
tigation. Many of the test p ieces we re spot- ueld ed at 
the Rensse laer Polytechnic Institute through the c ou r tesy 
of Dr . Wendell F. He ss. 
I. LAP-JOINT SAMPLES WITH 3/S- I NCH SPOT SPAC I NG 
Mate rials, Test Pie~es, and Static Tests 
Tests report e d here were r un on sample s made from 
O.040-inch thick 24S-T alclad s he et . ~he properties of 
the sheet ma teria l its el f have been test ed sufficiently 
to insure that it is reu resentativ e of i t o class of 
rna t e ria 1 s . ( See r € fer e ~ eel , ta b 1 e 1 . ) 
A representative fat i gu e test piece is illust rated 
in fi~ure 1 . The sample was ~ade by joinin€ two pieces , 
each 9 i n c hes lo ng by 5 inche s \vide, by a single r ow of 
spot we l d s across the c en ter of a 1- i n ch overlap . Zad: 
sample had 11 s~ot weld s space d 3/8 i n ch between cente rs. 
The spot wel ding vas done at the Rensselaer Pol yt echnic 
Institute a nd their information concerning durface prep-
aration an d spot-welding co n ditions is summarized in 
t able 1. 
Static tests of si ng le- spot coupon s were made at 
R. P. I. S tat i c t est s on act u a 1 InU 1 t i B P (j t sa mp 1 e s we r e 
made at Battelle on a 20 , OOO - pound Baldwin 50uth~ark 
testing machine using the same ~ rip s and loading tech~ique 
as fo r the fatigue tests . Th e resul ti~g data are g iven 
in table 2. 
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Examination of spot Welds 
Figure 2 illustrates typical spot welds sectioned 
from untested samples. structurally, these weld s resemble 
those on simil a r samples with wider spot spacings. (See , 
for example. reference 1. fig. 14.) The welds show an 
almost rectenguler cross section in contrast to welds made 
in other laboratories and shown in figures 9 and 10. 
Careful measurements of various weld dimensions have 
been made. To avoid any mis~nderctanding, the following 
are definitions of the quantities measured: 
(1) E~~~~g~ __ R~g~~~~iiQ£; tne maximum cross section 
of the weld in a direction perpendicular to 
the sheet &iviQed by twice the original sheet 
thickness 
(2) l~~~~t~tiQ~: the rnaxim~m reduction of cross 
section at the weld cent er 
(3) Q[[~~t: the difference between the nenetration 
of the weld slug in one sheet from the center 
and its penetration in the otner sheet 
Figure 3 is a labeled sketch of a cross section of a spot 
weld and sho ws the v~rious stru=tural zones as we ll as 
the geometrical significance of the quantities defined 
above . 
I icro- hardness mea sur ements were taken on an Amsler-
Vickers machine using a Ii-kilogram load and a 136 6 diamond 
penetrator. This was done as a start in studying the rel-
ative physical properties of various struct~res in the 
spot weld. 
Table 3 summari~es the data obtained by such measure -
ments on spot welds of untested sam~les . 
Fatigue Tests 
Fatigue tests were taken in repeated tension from a 
maximum load to a minimum load at about 1500 cycles per 
minute. T~ree sets of data ITere cbtained at thr ee ra t ios 
of minimum load to maximum load (0.25. 0 . 50 . and 0 . 75). 
Load was mai~tailled by periodic checking until fail-
ure. The cut-off was set so that a drop of 300 pounds or 
-----------~----------~----~~ 
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less would stop the machine . In all ceses, this drop oc-
curred on l y when the sheets completely separated or when 
a crack ha d spre a d nearly across one see et . 
Table 4 gives the results obtained . As !lot-ed pr8-
viously f or other samples , there we re three typo s of 
failure: shearing of the we lds at very hi gh load::;, "pull-
ing buttons" at lower loads , and fatigue cracking across 
a line o f ~e lds at all low loads. These a r e noted in the 
table. (Examples are sho~n in reference 1, figs . lA t o ID.) 
Figure 4 s hou s load- life curves p lo tted from these 
data . The g e!ler al appea rance of the cu r ves is like that 
previo'J.sly no ted ( reference 1 , figs. 6 ar-d 7) for te s t 
pie c es with larger sp ac ing s between spot welds . 
Exami~ation of Failures 
Fati gu e failures occurred in the same manner as pre-
viously noted for si~ilar samp les wit h wi d er spo~ spacings. 
Cracks started at the pr ojec t ion of the internal al c lad 
into the weld , and proc eede~ fan~ise to~ard the externel 
a 1 cIa d . F i E;u r e 5 ( a ) i 11 u s t rat est hi s. 
In all c ases in ~hi c h a wide variation of spot-weld 
dim ens ion S IV a s T! 0 te d 0 n a s i L. g I e sa op 1 e , fa i 1 u r ef' irs t 
occurred at the smaller and t hi nn e r o f the two outside 
~elds . Figure 5(b) shows the first and the eleve!lth welds 
of a sa ~ple in whic:h a crack started at t h e 
failure occurred before thi s cra :k r eac~ed, 
crack started , at the eleventh spot. 
fi rst sp ot and. 
or a 'i:other 
Discussion of Results and Concl~sio!ls 
Figure 6 sho ws load-life curve s for three sets of 
0.040-inch thick lap- joint sa mp les ~ it h three spot spac-
ings. (The cu rves for spacings of 3/4 i nch a:-,d 0:: Ii 
inches are taken from r efer e n ce 1 . ) It 3ho~ld be noted 
that the data are p lotted in terlliS of pounds per inch of 
joint. Thu s the total fatigue strangth of a joint with 
3/8-inch s p ot spacing is g reater than that of a joint ':ith 
3/4-inc h spacing,althougn the strength per spot i3 less 
for the smaller spacing . The cu r ves i!l figure 6 are for 
a loa d ratio of 0 ".25 ; similar curves for ratios of G. 50 
and of 0 .75 show little of additio n al interest . For all 
load rat i os and ove r the whole load rang e tested , sa~ples 
with smaller spot wa ld sp a cings had higher fatigue 
st r engths. 
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The dependence of fatigue streng th on ~eld spacing 
is shown directly in figure 7 for several lifetimes and 
at three ratios. Note that the static ultimat e is high-
est for the 3/4-inch spot spacing and drops off for the 
3/S- incc spacing .* Apparently this is another example 
of the situations in which fatigue streng~hs cannot bd 
predicted fro~ static tenHile tests . 
Figure S presents another vie~ of the same data. In 
this figure, values of the ratio of static ultimate strength 
to fatigue strength 8t a load ratio of 0 . 25 are plotted 
against the number of c y cles to failure . Thus the ordinates 
represent a kind of IIfati gue sensitivityll of the samples . 
The nonlinear shanes of these curves and the variation ~ith 
spot ,"l eld spscin{!; ' (note th8 IIcross-overa of the curves fo r 
378 in .. and for l~ in . spacings) present more evidence of 
the difficulty of predicting fati g ue strengths from static 
st rengths. 
In summary, the data on samples wit} 
spacings and those on samples with ~ider 
these c onclusions: 
1. Fatigue failures for sample ~ith 
r,eld spacings were like failures reported 
Y/ider spacings. 
3/S-inch spot 
spacings afford 
3/S-inch spot 
for samples TIith 
2. Load to failure in pounds Der spot decreases with 
decreasing weld spacing. 
3 . The data do Lot allo~ a clear-cut decision as to 
the optimum spot spacinG, since it a -9pears that the -oest 
spot spacing is different for static strength than it is 
fer fatigue strength. The only statement that a~pears to 
be ~arranted at this time is that the best combination of 
static and fati~u e strengths can be secured with a spot 
spacing betueen 3/8 inch and 3/4 inch. 
4 . It seems advisable to determine ~hether fUrther 
decroase in s~ot spacing ~i11 fUrther increase the fatigue 
strengths. Tests proposed ~ith roll uelds may serve to 
answer this question . 
*It is, perhaps, worth noting in fi g . 7 that the curve for 
a lifetime of 10,0 0 cycles at a load ratio of 0 . 50 is the 
most nearly like the curve for static failure . A sum~le 
failing at 10,000 cycles At R ratio of 0 . 50 had a very high 
~~§..!!._lQ.§"~ 0 r hig.!l_ ~i~ii~_9_Q.!£I?.Q.!!~!!i 0 flo a d . 
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5. There is additional evidence that fatigue strengths 
are not simply related to static strengths. 
II. LAP-JOINT SAMPLES SPOT-WELDED EY DIFFERENT COM?M~IES 
Test Pieces , s-pot Welds, and Static Tests 
Lap-joint samples similar to those already described 
(see fig. 1 for illustration) were spot-welded at two 
companies de')ignated as Company .A. and Company B. Samples 
from Company A were of O. 040-i nch 24S-T alclad and had 
spot spacings of 3/4 inch and of li inches. Test pieces 
from Company B had 3/4-inch spot spacings, - but included 
two sets of samples, one of O . 040-inch, and one of 0.025-
inch 24S-T alclad. 
The preparations for spot welding a~d t~e welding con-
ditions, as furnished by the respective companies, are 
given in table 5. 
Sp 0 t weI d s fro m va rio u s u 11 t est e d sa mu 1 e s h a v e bee n 
sectioned and examined in the manner described in the pre-
ceding part of this report. The structural dimensions 6f 
individual spot welds of samples from Compa:r:y A, of samples 
from Company E, and of corresponding sample s welded at the 
Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute (reference 1, part I) are 
given in table 6. The results of static tensile tests on 
various samples are also included in this table. 
In general, the R . P . I. welds are flat and continue 
the maxiwum weI d p enet ra t ion nearly tot he .leld ext remi-'- l ·e:. 
ties. In size and static stren~ th, they are between the 
Company 11 ~velds and the Company }3 welds. 
Welds from Company B are the largest and have t~e 
hignest static strengtn . On the other hand, these welds 
have an uneven perimeter so that they taper do~n at the 
weld extremities. Figure 9 illustra t es this. 
Welds from Company A are shortest and are the lowest 
in static strength. The spots are rounded, especially 
on the side of maximum indentation, so that the welds are 
offset on this iide. Transverse cracking was found on 
several spots from samples with 3/4-inch weld sp?cing. 
Illustrations are given in figure 10 . 
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Micro-hardness studies shan that, although the wid th 
of the dendritic area varies, the hardness of this zone 
is r e lati vely constant (10 9 ± 2 Vickers). Howeve r, the 
center-equiaxed region is softer nhe _ there is a wide band 
of dendrites ( as in the spot welds from Company A). The 
Vic:ers hardnesses of the sheet material are : for R . P . I. 
samples, 132; for Company B sa~ples, 138; for Company A 
saillp 1 e s, 142 . 
Fatigue Tests 
Fatigue tes~s were run as described for other lap-
joint samples . Failure correspond.ed t o a drop in load of 
about 300 pounds. This drop was usually sudden and wa s 
such that, when the load 1"as r estored , the sam-ole would 
hold the r estored load for but a few cyclas. 
The results of fatigue tests on samples spot-welded 
at COl lpany A are given in tables 7 and 8 . Test results 
for sarr:ple s fran Company B are recorded in tables '9 and!J.Q . 
Load-life curves plotted from the data in 
9, a 11 d lOa res how n in f i gu res 11, 12 , an d 13. 
case, maximum load in p oundn per inch of joint 
against the nu~ber of cycl es to failure. 
Exaffiinatio~ of Failures 
tables 7. 8, 
In each 
is plotted 
:l!~atigue cracks ·'.le re lOCAted in t h e SAme resion in all 
of the welds examined. Failure started at the protrusion 
of the a lcl ad into the weld . However. the a r ea surround-
iD~ the stRrting point and through which the cracks prop-
agated had different structural ~rogerties in the different 
types of welds . 
I n thd R.P . I . welds, each sDot was of relatively even 
penetration alon~ its diameter and t~e internal alclad 
pen e t rat e d ",I ell in tot h e s pot . Ac c. oro. in g 1 y , the fat i gu e 
crack propagated through the dendritic region of the weld . 
In the comme rcial spot welds , the penetration was not 
so even along a diameter. In general , the cross section 
perpendicular to the sheet sho wed a tapering of the we ld 
at each end. Moreover, for these welds. th i nterna l al-
clad did not prot rude far into the spot . Cons quently, 
the fatigue crack did ~ot p ropagate far through the den-
dritic structure . Sometimes it even followed the outer 
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perimeter of the weld. Figures 14 and 15 illustrate 
fatigue failures in welds made by Company A and in welds 
made by Company E. 
In the investigation of the R.P . 1. spot-YIelded sam-
ples (see reference 1), t~ere seemed to be 60me corrcla~ 
tion between percent penetration and fatigue strength. 
For the commercial welds, no such correlation has been 
found. It is not surprisin& that penetration measur.ed at 
the center of a tapered and/or offset weld should have 
little correlation with fatigue failures which occur at 
the extremit~ of the weld . 
kicro - hardness values are sho~n in figure 16. These 
show two general results. First, the protrusion of the 
alclad whe re failure starts is the softest region in the 
area of failure. Second , there is no drastic hardness 
gradient between the den~ritic region and the heated area 
surrounding the we ld button . 
Two factors which seemed to bear a relation to the 
fatigue strength were (1) extent of the alclad protrusion 
into the weld and (2) the amount of spot offset. Generally, 
the greatest alclad protrusion and the least offset corre-
lated with higher fatigue life . 
Discussion of Results and Conclusions 
]'igure 17 shows co mparisons of fatigue strengths of 
lap-joint sarrp1es of 0.040-inch sheet with spot welds 
,spaced 3/4 in. apart) made by different companies. The 
curves are plotted for a load ratio of 0.25. Apparently 
the R.P.I . welds are strongest in fati gue. Samples welded 
by C:ompany A (weakest in static test s) and sampleS welded 
by Co mpany B (strongest in static tests) are b~th about 
12 percent weaker than samp les from R . P.I. up to lifetimes 
of 1,000,000 cycles . At 5,000,000, the welds from Company 
B are about 22 percent and weld.., from Company A about 05 
percent weaker than welds from R.P. I. 
Another way of looking at tn~~e results is indicated 
in figure 18 in which ratios of static ultimate strength 
to fatigue stren~th are plotted against the number of 
cycles to failure. Up to 1 , 000,000 cycles. welds fro~ 
Company B appear more fati gu e sensitive and welds from 
Company .A. less fati@,ue sensitb"e than rrelds fro!:l R.P. I. 
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Figure 19 shc~s a comparison of results on samples 
from Company A to results on samples from R.F . I. for a 
sheet thickness of 0 . 040 inch and a spot spacing of Ii 
inch. Here it seems g enerally true that samples from 
R.P.I. are stronger in both static ~est s and :atigue 
tests . 
Figure 20 compar€s results on saml? les from Co mp any 
B to results on samples from R.P .I . for O.025-inch sheet 
with spot '\7 elds 3/4- inch apart . Samples from Compan;y B , 
although slightly stronger in s tati c tests , are weake r in 
fatigue. 
In summary , t he following conclus ions may be drau~ 
from com?a risons of the results on various spot-welded 
lap-joint sampl es: 
1. The spot wel d s from different companies differ 
considerably in shape and this difference in shape, caus-
ing a difference i n stress concentration, may be as impor-
tant as varia tion in $tructure in af:ecting fatigue failure . 
2. There wa s a spread of 35 parsent i ~ the fatigue 
strengths of differe. tly spot-welded lap-joint samples . 
3. The variation in fatig~e strengths had no simule 
correlation uith the variation i n static strengths . In 
fact, some sa:nple s, havinE; higher static s t rength s than 
others, had loner fatigue streng ths . 
III. LAP-JOI HT SA)iP:1;ES WITH WIRE S~APLE S 
Test Pieces and Static Tests 
A fe w test samples of 0 . 040-inch 24S- T alclad were 
made of 9ieces stitched together with steel wire staples. 
Each test pi ece consisted of tyO sheets each 5 inches wide 
by 9 inches long . The amount of overlap varied from 0 to 
1 inch, th e number of staples varied from 4 to 12, and 
several stitch patterns we re used . The 8 types of joint 
tested are indicated in the sket ch of figu r e 21 . Fi gu re 
21A is a pnotograph of the four strongest types of stitch-
ing . 
ihe following information co n cernin~ the stitched 
samples was furnished by the makers: 
1-
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(a) The wire used is 290,000 pounds per square inch 
tensile carbon steel 0.047 inch in diameter 
with a 0 . 003-inch hot-dipped zinc coating. 
(b) The average proportional limit per staple is 
186 pounds, 
(e) The average ultimate strength per staple is 560 
pounds in the case of g roups E, F, G, and H, 
and is 480 pounds for group s A and B. 
A static test wa s run at Eattelle o n o ne sample of 
each type. Failure in the static test was eithe r by 
pulling open the staples or by shear of th e stpple wires 
at the sharply bent corners . The static test results are 
given in table 11. 
Fat i gu e (1: est s 
Table 12 gives the results of fatigue tests at a load 
rat i 0 0 f O. 25 0 nth est it c he d s amp 1 e s . F i gu r e 22 s how s 
load-life curves plotted from these data and, fo r compari-
son, a curve for 0.040-inch lap - joint samp les with spot 
welds made at the Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute and 
spaced 3/8 inch apart . 
Apparently, stitched samples of t ypes A, C, H, and G 
have higher fatigue strengths than the spot-welded semples. 
Stitched samples of types B, D, E, and F have low fatigue 
strengths. It may be noted that types hi g h in fatigue 
strength h ad from 8 to 12 stap les. Those of lovi strengtJl 
had 4 staples per joint except for type D which alone was 
character ized by having no overlap. 
Whil e the results indicate that ~any of the s t itched 
samples ",7 ere stronger in fatigu.e than the s pot-v/ el ded test 
pieces, it should be pointed out that dat a on multiple 
ro ws of spots have not yet been obtained; moreover, no 
data have been obtained on the possibili ty that stitched 
joints might loosen under bending stresses. Other fectors 
in the comparison, such as corrosion effects, should also 
be investigated before attempting to com e to final conclu-
si ons regarding the relative merits of stitched and sp ot-
welded joints. 
.. 
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IV . STIFFENED PANELS IVLt'H 2- INCH SPOT SPACING 
Materials , Test Pieces, and Static 'Iests 
Compression fatigue tests have been run on spot-welded 
stiffened panel saIDnles. Each test piece conaisted of a 
panel of 24S-T alclad 0 . 032 inch thick by 4i-inches wide 
by 15 . 88 inches long fastened with two rows of spot welds 
to Curtiss - 7ri~ht 53-112-32 hat-shape stringer sections. 
The stringer sections were made of 0 . O~2-inch 24S- T alc1ad. 
A photograph of a stiffened panel test piece of th i s 
kind is shown in fieure 27. A diagram of the stiffener sec -
tion is given in reference 1, figure 16 . The sheet material 
used was tested suffici,.mtly to inanre that it had normal 
properties . (See reference 1, table 12;) 
Along each row of wolds , the spots were s1;>aced 2 ineh-
e~ between centers e~cept noar tha ends where spots were 
located 1/8 inch , 6/B i!lch, and l"~ inches from each end . 
The spot welding was dona at the Rensselaer Polytechn 1c 
Institute a.nd their informa.tion on weldi n g conditions is 
given in table 13 . The welds were sound and were about 
the same size and shape as in other 0 . 032-inch stiffened-
p an e 1- t est pie c e s . F i gu r e 23, ( a, b) s how S IV e 1 d sse c t ion e d 
from untested samp l es. 
Stati c c ompression tests were taken on the s t iffened-
panel samples . For those with the 2-inch spot sp-Bcing, 
the bu c k ling s t res s we s 1 0 V7 (57 2 0 1 b / s q in . ) c 0 mp are d t 0 
the values (9630) previo~s y reported for samples with 3/4-
inch and for samples ~ith Ii- inch spot s~acings . The 
c rippling stress (at which t~e column c ollapsed) was 26 ,100 
pounds pe r square inch for samples with a 2 - inch sp ot spac-
ing , but was 27 ,1 00 pounds per squa~e i nch for the li-inch 
spacing and 29,500 pounds per square inch for the 3/4- inc h 
spacing . stress strain cu~ves ~ere identi c al for the thr ae 
spa c ings . 
Fatigue Tests 
Details of pre9aring , loading , and check i ng samples 
in the comp r ession fatigue tests are recorded in appendix 2 
of rE;feren~c 1. Attempts Viere rr.ade to o"otain axial loading 
and the ends were fixed . The complete separation of panal 
from stiffener a t anyone weld uas taken as a criterion of 
failure . This usually caused a drop in load conside r ably 
greate r than the 30 pounds to which the cut -o ff mechanism 
would respond . 
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At high loads welds pulled loose without evidence of 
fatigue cracking , but at low loads failure was preceded 
by a horizontal crack spreading across the Nidth of the 
panel. Photomacrographs of failed spot welds are s hown 
in figure 23 (c,d). Fatigue cracks often occlrred outside 
the ~eld button in the sheet itself or in the heat-affected 
area around the wel d slug . 
The buckling in fatigue tests occurred in ridges across 
the width of tle paLel between spot ~elds. This ty~e of 
buckling pattern was not obs e rved fo r panels with closer 
spaced spot wel ds except at high loads in static tests. 
The fatigue data for the panels ~ ith 2-inch snaced 
spot welds are given in table 14 . Load-life curves plotted 
from these data are shown in figure 24 . Enough samples 
were available to obtain some data for load ratios of 0.50 
and 0.75 as well as for the ratio 0 . 25 at which date for 
other panel s ect ions had bee~ previously obtained. Data 
for the higher lo ~d ratios do not appear to offer any unex-
pected results. 
Discussion of Results and Conclusio ns 
Loed-life curves for O . 032 - iuch stiffe ned pa els with 
different spot spacings are shown in fi gure 25. Curvea 
for 3/4- an d for It- inch spot spacings are taken from ref-
erence 1 (figs . 20 and 21) . It is apparent that panels 
with the 2-inch spot spacing have lower fatigue strengths 
than panels with closer spot spacings. 
Figure 26 s hows fatigue strengths plotted against spot 
spacing for various lifetimes . The ordina tes are loads 
divided by the cross-sectior a r ea of stiffener plus panel. 
This figure shows clearly a decrease in crippling stress 
and the greater rate of dec r ease in fatigue strength with 
increase in spot spacing . For the 2-inch spacing, the 
fatigue strengths at different lifetimes are guite near in 
value to the stress at which the panel buck18s under static 
c omp res s ion. 
Conclusions from these tests on stiffened panels are: 
1. The static crippling stress decreases as 
snacing is increased from 3/4 inch to 2 inches. 
at which the panel buckles dec r eases as tha spot 
is increased from 1t inches ~t o 2 .inches . 
the SDot 
1'118 stress 
spacing 
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2 . The fatigue strength (for a given load ratio and 
to failure at a gi7en lifetime) decr e a~es as much as 50 
percent as the spot spacing is increased from 3/4 inch to 
2 inches . 
3 . There appears no ~imple correlation between the 
rate of decrease of fati gue strength with increasing spot 
spacing and the corresponding rate of decrease of static 
strength. 
V. STIFFENED PANELS WITH HEAT-CRACKED WELDS 
Materials, Test Pieces, and Static Tests 
The sheet material used for the test pieces to be dis-
cussed has been found to have normal properties for 24S-T 
alclad. (See reference 1, appendix 1.) Panels were 4* ineh-
DS - wide by 15.88 inches long and wore of three thicknesses, 
0.025, 0 . 032, and 0 . 040 inch. Stiffeners were Curtiss- Wr ight 
SS-112-32 and were made of 0.032-inch 24S-T alclad . Panels 
were fastened to stiffener:=; by two rows of spot ~elds . On e 
set of samples had H(1lds 3/4 inch apart except nea r each end 
where spots were 1/8 inch, 5/8 inch, and l~ inches from th e 
end. Another set had spots li inches apart except near t h e 
ends ~here they nere spaced a~ above . A photograph of a 
typical test piec e is shown in figure 27 . 
Spot welding was done at the Rensselaer Polytechni c 
Institute and welds ITere purposely overheated to produce 
heat cra c king . The welding conditions are given in table 15 . 
Static conpressi o n tests were made for ~ach type of 
sample and the values are giv e n in table 16 . The buckling 
stress quoted is the load value, at hich buckling of the 
panel was flrat visible, divided by t h e t~tal cross-
section area of stiffener plus panel . The crippling stress 
is the load at crippling divided by the total cross -
section area. The values for bucklin g str e ss and those 
for crippli ng stross for the sa~p les with cr a cked welds 
agree well with values for corresn onding samp les ith so~nd 
wolds . (Se e ref e rence 1, table 14.) Stress-strain curves 
for sa;~lUles rith crackeo. He Ide are identic a l vith those 
reported for sound welds (reference 1 , figs . 18 a nd 19) and 
are a ccordingly not re~or duced in this report. 
-- •. ~-- ----~-- - --._- -- -----.~ J 
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Examination of the Overheated Welds 
Photogra~hs of sectioned spot welds are shown in fi 6 -
ures 28 to 31 . In general, welds sectioned longitudinally 
or parallel to the longest dimension were longer than those 
sectioned transversely. However, this difference was~less 
thaI that found previously for sound relds. In some cases , 
welds froD sampl~s uith ~/4-in ch spot"spacing ~ere largerth~ 
welds froB s amples ~ith li~ i nch spacing , but there was no 
great variation of geld size with spacing. Transverse 
cracks were found in most of the spot welds. The intensity 
of cracking ~aried quite widely among the specimen groups . 
The ~elds were smallest and had the least penetration 
for samples with O. 025- inch sheet. (Sea fig. 31.) Welds 
from these samples varied considera~ly i~ size and included 
many sound welds . 
Heat cracking ~as heaviest in spots from the 0.032-
inch panels . (See figs . 28 and 29.) These welds were 
quite uniform in size and in amount of cracki~g. The size 
was nearly the same as for sound welds in previous tests. 
There was considerable variation in size, penetration, 
and amount of cracking for welds in the O.040-inch panels. 
For ~nese, penetration vas often 6xtre~e . In some cases. 
the weld slug had melted clear through to the external ~l­
clad, leaving many snaIl che cks and blow holes in the weld 
center. (See fig. ~O . ) 
Fatigue Tests 
Fatigue tests were run in the same manner as for pre-
viously reported groups of stiffened panel saDples. The 
criterion of failure was kept as the complete release of 
panel from stiffener at any single- spot weld. At high 
loads t this failure was a sudden pulling Qut of the weld 
button and caused suffi c ient drop in load to actuate the 
cut-off mechanism (which was sensitive to atoQt ~O Ib). 
At lOITer loads. the situation was oore complicated. The 
total drop in load during tLe lifetime of a sample was 
usually less than 60 pounds and this drop was rather grad-
ual. The cut - off mechanism would stop the ~achine bu~ it 
was not always true that such stopping implied the com~lete 
failure of any veld . Consequently a frequent inspection 
was needed despite the improved cut - off arrangement. 
----~---------------------- -- --
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At low loads, several visible phenomena preceded 
failure. There we~e often lo~ g itudi.al cracks (i.e., 
cracks through ~elds along a line of spots) which became 
Bevere eno~gh to free the panel from the stiffener on one 
side of the crack. Such cracks often occurred a long ~1ie 
i~l~re final failure and were not observed to correlate in 
any way with final failure. At a later time in the life 
of anyone samp 1 e, t her e might app ear hor i z on tal crack s 
extending in a direction perpendicular to the axis of 
loading. Such cracks see~ed to have their origin in the 
heat cra0ks oriGinally in the weld . In general, these 
cracks had little correl~tion ~ith position or time of 
occurrence of final failure. 
The fatigue data are given in tables 17 and 18 , and 
load- life curves plotted from these data are shown in fig -
ures 32 and 33 . 
Exa1£ltinat ion of Fail'lre. 
The act u a 1 fa i 1 lr e 0 f the weI d s too k P lac e i n mu c h 
the same IDanner as h~ppened for sound welds in stiffened-
panel samples. Failure started at the inner alclad pro-
trusion and a crack propagated either into the weld slug 
parallel to the fayinb surface, directly outward toward 
the external alclad, or around the weld button in the af-
fected area . The type of failure seemed to depend upon 
the types of stress acting on the particular weld; gener-
ally, more than one type of cracking was present . Various 
examples are illustra~ed in figures 28 to 31. 
For these overheated welds, especially in the heavier 
gage stock, failure appeared rather frequently in the sheet 
material. These crac k s generally appeared next to the weld 
in the 0 . 032-inch -stock (see fig. 28 (c,d)) and appeared 
running through the weld center in a curving pattern in the 
0.040-inch stock. (See fig. 30.) 
There was no evidence of sample failure caused by 
transverse welding cracks for the 0.25-inch or for the 0 . 32-
inch sheet . However, in the 0.040-inch panels] cracks ap-
peared through the weld (see fig. 30) ,ith each button sep-
arating through the welding cracks. These cases represent 
S8vere overheating with resulting widespread cracking to 
each surface as well as excessive weld penetration (even 
to the external alclad) . In most cases: welding cracks 
appeared to be extended by cyclic loading out only for the 
• 
severely overheated spots in O.040-inch sheet did such 
cracks appear to cause final spot failure. 
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With many or large welding creeks, considorable dis-
ruption of the weld structure occurred under the action 
of the fatigue stresses. The action see med to be one of 
wearing away, by vibration of adjacent areas, considera-
ble portions o f weld material around the cracks. This is 
shown in figu r es 28 and 29. 
In g enera l, transverse welding crac~s in individual 
spots did not seem to affect drastically the strength -
either static or fatigue . The damage caused wit hin badly 
cracked welds may, howeve r , have other detrimental effects 
since it would open the center of the weld to the atmosuhere. 
Discussion of Results and Conclusio n s 
Stiffened panels of O. 032 - inch stock seem to afford 
the best analysis o f the effect of welding cracks on fatigue 
strengths sinc e, for this thickneGs , the cracked welds were 
of the same dimensions as souno. welds in samples previously 
tested. Figure 35 shows fatigue curves fo r sound-weld 
samples of O.032- in c h panels (taken from reference 1, figs. 
20 and 21) and for cracked-weld samples of O.032-inch panels 
(taken from figs, ' 32 and 33) of this report. It is clear 
that, for these tests , cracked welds have higher fatigue 
strengths than sound welds . Similar comparisons for the 
other sheet thicknesses tested show that the cracked-veld 
samples are, in general, stronger than sound- we ld samples. 
Samples of O.040 - inch stock do not show so 6reat an increase 
in streng th as might be expected to correspond to the larg e 
s i z e 0 f the era eke d we 1 d s . ( See fig . 3 6. ) Its e ems pro 0-
able that , in this case, the excessive heat cracking \7aS 
harmful. Curves for samples of O.025-inch stock are shown 
in figure 34. Here the small difference between curves for 
sound and for cracked- weld samples is compati ole -dth the 
relatively small amount of cracking observed. It should 
also be remembered that welds in this O.025-inch stock 
varied greatly in dimension . 
Figure 37 sho~s strength (total load divided by total 
cross section of stiffener plu s panel) plotted against 
sheet thickness. As in the similar g raph (re fe rence 1. 
fig. 22) for sound weld samples , the fati~ue strength for 
constant life seems t o be following the buckling str es s 
rather than the crippling st r ess. The greater curvature 
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of th e c r acke d-weld fatigue-strength curves may be attri-
buted to the variation in weld quality in the 0 . 025- and 
the 0 . 040- inch panels . 
In summary, the following conclusions may be d r aw n 
f r om c omparison of the present test s on c r acked- weld samples 
with prev i ous tests on sound- weld samples : 
1. T r ansve r se cracks from ove r heating did not , in 
genera l, incept faticue cracks leading to failu r e . 
2 . I n gene r al , the cracked- weld samples were stronge r 
in Doth static and fatigue tests than corresponding sound-
weld samples . 
Battel l e Memorial Institute , 
ODlumbus , Ohi0 , June 1, 1943 . 
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TABLE 1 
SPOT-WELDING CONDITIONS FOR 0.040-INCH LAP-JOINT SAMPLES 
WITH 3/S-INCH WELD SPACING 
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1. Data furnished by the Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute 
2. Surface treatment: 
Paint removal and degreasing: Navy Spec. C-67-C 
Removing oxide: R.P.I. solution 10 
3. spot welding: 
Peak valu e 
( amp s. ) 
26,000 
Time in milliseconds* 
To peak Total 
16.4 73.0 
~~~~~!~~j-1.!E~ 
~EE~! ~E!~ 
4 in. rad dome 4 in. rad dome 
Electrode Pressure 
600 1800 16.7 zs.s 
*Total time from start of welding current until decay to 
10 per~ent of peak value. 
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TABLE Z.-STATIC TESTS ON 0.040-INCH LAP-JOINT SAMPLES 
WITH 3/S-INCH SPOT SPAOING 
Sample Tested by Total load __________ ~~~~ ___________ _ 
________________________ . ____ ~~~~ ____ ~:~L~::.:._~!._~~~::!._~~~L~~~~~ 
Single spot} R. P. r. 432 
Test cou-pon. 
432 
lA5 (11) Battelle 3340 668 304 
l.A.3 ( 11) ---do--- 3480 696 316 
TABLE 3.- DIMENSIONS AND PROPERTIES OF SPOT WELDS 
(0.040-in. sheet - 3/S- in. weld spacing made at R.P.I.) 
Dimensions Hardness (Vickers) 
Diamet er. inch . . . . 0.160 24S-T sheet 132 
Penetra tion, percent 55 Area around weld. 120 
Indentation. inch .. 0.004 Dendritic region. 112 
Maximum offset. inch 0.010 Center of weld .. 105 
Maximum width of 
dendritic zone. inch. 0.010 
Note; Hardness values within anyone area held very 
constant except when porosity or incipient cracking was 
present in center zone with consequent low hardness. 
NACA 21 
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FATIGUE DATA FOR LAP JOINT SAMPLES OF 0.040" ALCLAD 24S-T ~ TABLE 4. 
WITH 11 SPOT WELDS SPACED 3/8" APART 
Sample Maximum Load Cycles to Failure Type of Break 
Numb~r Total Lbs./in. Lbs. per 
lbs. of Joint Spot 
Ratio .25 
1A22(11) 2200 440 200 18,600 Pulled buttons. 
1A30(1l) 2100 420 191 26,300 
1A29(1l) 1570 314 143 77,400 Fatigue cracks. 
lA28 (11) 1155 231 105 475,400 
1A19( 11) 1122 224 102 387,800 
lA25(1l) 890 178 81 1,902,600 Fatigue cracks. 
lA21( 11) 840 168 76.5 2,610,000 " " lAI0(1l) 820 164 74.5 1,497,400 " " lA9(1l ) 792 158 72 >9,903,600 
" " Reload 1735 347 191 25,000 
Ratio .50 
lAI3(n) 2820 564 257 4,600 Shear. 
1A24(1l) 2360 472 214 4,100 " 1A12(1l ) 2060 412 187 90,200 Fatigue cracks. 
1A27( 11) 1770 354 161 163,500 " " 1A14( 11) 1530 306 139 262,100 " " lA26( 11) 1300 260 118 521,200 " II lA23(1l ) 1120 224 102 703,800 " " 
lA20(1l ) 946 189 86 2,807,500 " " 
lA17(1l) 990 198 90 1,284,100 " " 
Ratio .15 
IAI5( 11) 2840 568 258 181,700 Fatigue oracks. 
1AS( 11) 2730 546 248 217,200 " " 
1All(H) 2820 564 257 179,100 II " 
1A7( 11) 2310 462 210 582,400 " " 
1AI( 11) 2180 436 198 564,700 II II 
lA4( 11 ) 2002 400 182 882,300 " " 
lA16(11 ) 1570 314 143 1,880,200 " " 
lA2(1l ) 1365 273 124 >9,576,000 Did not fail. 
Reload 2100 42Q 191 327,800 Fatigue cracks. 
lA6(1l) 1410 282 128 3,485,100 " " 
TABLE 5. SURFACE PREPARATION .AND WELDING CONDITIONS FOR LAP JOINT SAMPLES 
(a) Samp Ie 8 frcm Company ~ 
Surface Treatment 
SOlution Time Temp. Welding Set-up 
Cleaner Diversey 5 min. 
1 min. 
212°F Precomp. Press 
40°F Weld. Press Rinse Water 
Etch Diversey 6 min. laO·F Recomp. Press 
Rinse Water 1 min. 40°F D.C. Volts 
Dry Comp. Air D.C • .Amps. 
Coolant water temperature 40°F. 
(b) S~ples from Company B 
Etching Time 
Thickness in 4% HF Sol. Weld Forge Current 
0.025 26 seo. 40 40 176 
0.040 45 sec. 50 50 240 
Used Research Sciaky Machine. 
Mach ine Va ta 
D.C. 'EIectroiIes 
60 Make- Sciaky (Mallory #3) 
60 Model- PIlC02S Upper: i" 2" radius 
60 Number- 1135( 14) 
110 Throat size- 33" lDwer: in 6" radius 
220 
Flow rate- 3 gal. per min~te • 
•••• 0** ••••••••••••••• 
Switch Pre-canp. DBC Re-oomp. Appl. Blks. 
34 Yes 8 8 Var!. 5 
44 Yes 10 10 Vari. S 
Test Sample strength 
Spot Spacing 
1.1." 
... 3/4" 
47Q#/spot 46Of/spot 
Electrodes 
Upper LOWer 
i" face 7/6" faoe 
3" R lO"R 
~" face 7/8" face 
3" R lO"R 
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TABlE 6. 
Manufacturer Description of Sample 
R. P. I. 0.040"- 1t" spacing 
R. F. I. 0.040"- 3/4" spaoing 
R. P. I. 0.025" - It'' s~acing 
R. P. I. 0.025" - 3/4" spacing 
Company B 0.025r. 3/4" spncing 
Company B O.04O't - 3/4" spacing 
Company. 0.040" - 3/4" spacing 
Company A 0.040" - lilt spacing 
STRUCTURAL DETAILS OF SPOT WELDS FROM VARIOUS COMPANIES 
Static Breaking Load Button Dia. Max.Pen. Maximum 
in Lbs./ spot Inches of spot Indentation 
% Inches 
605 :t 5 0.220 50 0.002 
595 % 5 0.215 50 0.002 
335 :t 2 0.145-0.150 44 neg. 
312 ! 5 0.140-0.150 38 neg. 
326 ;t 5 0.145-0.155 40-60 0.003 
615 :t 1 0.220-0.240 6O~70 0.005 
479 ;t 10 0.180-0.190 75-80 0.008 
522 :t 10 0.190-0.200 65-70 0.004 
Max. 
Offset 
Inches 
0.002 
0.002 
neg. 
neg. 
0.005 
0.004 
0.008 
0.005 
W-61 
Remarks 
Peanut shaped. 
Peanut shaped. 
Some trlplsverse 
craCking. 
2: 
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TABLE 7. FATIGUE DATA ON LAP JOINT SAMPLES SPOT WELDED BY COMPANY A 
0.040" ALCLAD 24S-T WITH 4 SPOT WELDS SPACED 1-lL4" AFARI' 
Sample Maximum Load Cycles to Failure Type of Break 
Number Total tbe./in. tbe. per 
== Ibs. of Joint spot ~ 
~ 
Ratio .25 
. 
A-4(4) 1144 229 286 23,400 Pulled button and 
fatigue cracks. 
A-12(4) 916 183 229 52,900 Shear all welds. 
A-6(4) 800 160 200 331,000 Fatigue cracks. 
A-5(4) 668 133 167 622,100 
A-13(4) 532 106 133 699,700 Fatigue cracks. 
A-15(4) 456 91 114 2,555,500 " " 
Ratio .50 
A-14(4) 1712 343 428 4,500 Shear 
A-9(4) 1144 229 286 216,000 Fatigue cracks. 
A-10(4) 764 152 191 1,768,400 
Ratio .75 
A-8(4) 1528 305 382 274,400 Fatigue cracks. 
A-7(4) 1144 229 286 1,124,900 " " 
A-11(4) 856 171 214 6,343,500 " " 
TABLE 8. FATIGUE DATA ON LAP JOINT SAMPLES SPOT WELDED BY COMPANY A 
0.040" ALCLAD 24S-T WITH 6 SPOT WELDS SPACED 3/..4" AFAR! 
Sample Maximum Load 
Number Total LEs./in. Lbs. per Cycles to Failure Type of Break 
1bl:l. of Joint sEot 
Ratio.25 
A-13(6) 171S 343 28S 6,100 Shear 
A-14(S) 1488 298 248 28,400 It 
A-5(6) 1260 252 210 86,200 Fatigue cracks. 
A-4(6) 1002 200 167 229,900 II ,, -
A-6(6) 144 149 124 771,100 Fatigue cracks. 
A-7(6) 573 114 95.5 1,554,700 II 
" A-8(6) 519 116 96.5 1,592,500 " " A-9(6) 546 109 91 2,785,700 II 
" A-15( 6) 513 102 85.5 2.842,400 Il II 
Ratio .15 
I 
A-11( 6) 2568 513 428 19,300 Shear 
A-12(S) 1716 343 286 710,000 Pullet butt~n and 
fatigue cracks. 
A-lO( 6) 1440 288 240 1,250,000 Fatigue cracks. 
NACA 2.5 
TABLE 9. FATIGUE DATA ON LAP JOINT SAMPLES, SPOT WELDED BY COMPANY B 
0.025" ALCLAD 24S-T WITH S SPOT WELDS SPACED 3[4" !PARr 
Sample Maximum Load Cycles to Failure Type of Break 
~ Number Tota! Lbs./I-n. tbs.! 
I 
~ 
1be. of Joint spot 
Ratio .26 
BI-4(6) 858 171 143 4,100 Shear 
B1-Bfs) 744 149 124 119,300 Fatigue oracks. 
BI-6( 6) 684 139 114 207,800 " tt Bl-5(6) 570 114 95 178,900 " " BI-IO(S) 552 110 92 564,600 " " Bl-15(S) 480 96 80 798,400 " n Bl-16(6) 417 83 69.5 1,003,100 Pulled buttonll & shear. 
Bl-17(6) 384 77 64 1,883,400 
Bl-18(6) 348 70 58 2,085;800 Fatigue oracks. 
Ratio .50 
BI-13(6) 960 192 160 81,600 Fatigue cracks .. 
Bl-11(6) 684 137 114 595,300 " " 
Bl-12(6) 543 108 90.5 1,658,100 " " 
Ratio .76 
Bl-14(6) 960 192 160 156,600 Fatigue oracks. 
TABLE 10. FATIGUE DATA ON LAP JOINT SAMPLES SPOT WELDED BY COMPANY B 
0.040" ALCUD 24S-T WITH 6 SPOTWELDS SPACED 31..4" APART 
Sample Maximum Load Cycles to Failure Type of Break 
Number Total Lbs.!in. Lbe.! 
Ibe. of Joint spot 
Ratio .25 
B-l(6) 1926 38'5 321 11,500 
B-2(6) 1764 353 294 18,400 
8-3(6) 1440 288 240 62,800 
B-4(6) 1218 244 203 158,700 
B-I3( 6) 1056 211 1,76 265,400 
B-5(6) 900 180 150 438,600 Fatigue cracks. 
B- 6( 6) 768 154 128 834,500 " " 
B-7(6) 642 128 107 1,901,600 
B-ll( 6) 516 103 86 >10,103,100 
Reload 918 183 153 770,700 Fatigue cracks. 
B-I0(6) 546 109 91 >10,775,200 Did not fail. 
Ratio .75 
B-15(6) 2562 512 427 97,900 Pulled buttons. 
B-9(6) 1920 384 320 571,400 Fatigue cracks. 
B-12(6) 1446 289 2'41 2.543,200 " " 
2 6 
TABLE lL-ST.A.TIC TESTS ON STITCHED SAMPLES 
Sample typ e 
and number 
A-2 
B-2 
C-l 
D-l 
E-l 
F-l 
G-2 
H-l 
3800 
1950 
4360 
2250 
1920 
2000 
3900 
5850 
760 475 480 
390 487 480 
872 484 
450 140 
384 480 560 
400 500 560 
780 487 560 
1170 487 560 
---------------------------------------------------------
TABLE 13.- WELDING CONDITIONS FOR STIFFENED PANEL SAMPLES 
WITH 2-INCH SPOT-WELD SPACING 
_______ ~~~£~~~~~_Q~~~~~~_______ Electrode Tips 
Gage Peak value Time in milliseconds ----------------( in.) (amps.) -T"o-peak----Totaf--- Upper Lower 
---------------------------------------------------------~-------------
a.Q36 ipc.h s~ 26.000 
0.032 incn pI 
16.4 73.0 
Welding 
pressure 
(lb) 
600 
~l~~i~~~~_~~~~~~~~ 
_______ KQ~~i~g_r~~~!g~~ _____ _ 
Maximum Time from peak curent 
value in milliseconds 
(lb) To-start---To~aiim~m 
1800 16.7 28.8 
~~~~~_~~~~~~~~_~~~~l~~£~ 
Sp ec imen 
__ ~lE._) _ 
~~~f~~~_1~~~i~~£i 
Paint removing Re~QYi£~Q~i~~ 
~~~~~g,~~~~ing, 
N a v y Sp e c . R. P . I. sol u-
C-67-C tion 10 
432 5 cracked welds. Others sound. 
------ ---------------------------------------------------------------
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TABLE 12. FATIGUE DATA ON LAP JOINT SAMPLES OF 0.040" ALCLAD 24S-T 
JOINTED BY STEEL WIRE STAPLES 
Sample 
Number 
A-l 
A-3 
A-4 
B-1 
B-3 
B-4 
C-2 
C-3 
C-4 
D-3** 
D-~ 
E-2 
E-~ 
E-4 
'-6 
F-S 
,-2 
'-4 
,-e 
0-1 
0-3 
0-4 
B-2 
H-~ 
11-4 
Madmum Load* Cyc les to 
Total Lbs./ln. Lbs.7§taple Failure 
1bs. 
3200 
2140 
1600 
1020 
866 
760 
3200 
2140 
1870 
128Q 
855 
1070 
964 
Btie 
1500 
1280 
1070 
910 
770 
3200 
2038 
1600 
3840 
2680 
a250 
640 
428 
320 
210 
171 
160 
640 
428 
374 
266 
171 
214 
192 
171 
300 
256 
214 
182 
154 
640 
407 
320 
768 
636 
450 
400 
268 
200 
255 
214 
188 
356 
237 
207 
80 
63 
268 
241 
214 
375 
320 
268 
226 
193 
400 
255 
200 
320 
223 
187 
3,600 
61,600 
210,700 
70,500 
362,600 
1,408,900 
~1,300 
174,600 
383.600 
8.600 
28,100 
93,700 
102,200 
309,800 
18,200 
62,800 
226,000 
349.600 
987,100 
6,400 
60,200 
313,800 
14 ,925 
54,700 
97,600 
Type of Failure 
Sheared staples. 
" " Sheared & pulled staples. 
Sheared staples. 
" " 
tt " 
Craoked aorose sheet. 
It " tI 
" " 
1\ 
Sheared & pulled staples. 
Pulled staples. 
Craoked to edge of lap. 
" tt"" 
" " " 
Sheared staples. 
" " 
" " fI It 
Craoked aoross sheet. 
Craoked acrOBS shoet. 
" " tI 
" " " 
Cracked in sheet. 
" tt 
.All tests run at R-Min. load/max. load 
··Samples of Type D had tero over-lap. 
-0.25. 
Sample 
Ratio .26 
0-13 
0-9 
0-18 
0- 2 
0-15 
0-20 
Ratio .50 
0-14 
0- 4 
0-11 
0-19 
0- 8 
Ratio .76 
0-1 
0-7 
O-Z 
0-6 
0-12 
TABLE 14. COMPRESSION FATIGUE RESULTS ON 0.032" ALCLAD 24S-T 
STIFFENED PANELS, SPOT WELDS SPACED 2" APAK! 
Ratio min. stress 
max. stress 
Max. Load Cycles to Failure Type of Break pbs. ) 
3400 5,500 Weld pulled. 
3000 9,900 " " 2400 81,300 " 2300 97,000 
" " 2100 3,939,100 Cracks throu!!;h walas. 
2000 8,016,400 .. " " 
4000 4,800 Weld pulled. 
3400 12,900 
" " 3000 618,000 II 
" 2800 169,300 
" " 2300 4,571,100 
" 
n 
6000 21,500 Weld pulled. 
5600 362.600 Two welds pulled. 
5000 1,802,800 Weld pulled. 
4000 2,9~l,300 II 
" 3800 4,562,100 Cracks on welds. 
--------------------------~------~~--... --------~------
2.7 
r 
[ --
TABLE 16. STATIC COMPRESSION TESTS ON STIFFENED PANELS (Overheated Spot Welds) 
Panel Thickness W'eld Area· 4W Area·· Average Average Crippling Crippling Crippling 
(Inches) Spacing A (In. ) A' Buckling Buckling lDad Stress Stress 
(In.) (Sq.ln. ) (Sq.ln.) lDad Stress P2(Lbs.} P-;/A P-;/Af 
(Lbs. ) P I A 
0.025 .75 .275 1.436 .198 1.650 6.000 8.650 31.500 43.700 
0.025 1.25 .275 1.436 .198 1.700 6.200 8.175 29.800 41.300 
0.032 .75 .306 1.84 .221 3.000 9,800 9,000 29.500 40.700 
0.032 1.25 .306 1,84 .221 2,850 9.300 8,550 28,000 38.700 
0.040 .76 .342 2.30 .254 3.300 9,650 9.650 28.200 36.000 
0.040 1.25 .342 2.30 .254 4,000 11.700 8,600 25,300 34,000 
• Total area of stiffener plus panel • 
•• Area of stiffener plus an effective area for the panel. 
TABLE 15. WELDING CONDITIONS FOR STIFFENED PANEL SAMPlES wrm HEAT CRACKED WELDS 
Gage 
Inches3 
Secondary Current2 Electrode Tips 
Upper Lower 
Electrode Pressure Surface Treatment Shet1r Strength 
Romov-
.032"sr 
.040"pl 
.032"sr 
.OZ5"pl 
.032"sr 
.032"pl 
F'eak Value Time in Mil1Isic. 
Amps. To Peak Total 
37,800 15.9 59.1 ~" 
Dome 
5/16"No' 
Flo.t 
Remarks: One sound weld, others cracked. 
2S.600 14.8 SO.9 2~" 5/lS"No' 
Dome Flat 
Remarks: 108 ~ound welds. others cracked. 
37,200 17 57 2l" 5/16 "No ° 
Dome Flat 
Remarks: A.ll welds cracked. 
WeldIiigJ,lai. Forging Pressure 
Pressure Value Time from Peak 
Lbs. Lbs. Current in 
ililliseconda 
~tart --r01o!iX. 
800 
SOO 
800 
lTotal time from start of welding current until decay to l~ of peak value. 
2condenser discbarRe type of welder. 
Paint Single-Spot 
Remov- ing Specimen 
ing& Oxide Lbs. 
Degreas-
Ing. 
Navy SpeC) R.P.I. 590 
C-67-C Sol.#lO 
Na~ Spec. R.P.I. 410 
C-67-C 801410 
Navy Spec. R.P.I. 
C-67-C S01-#10 
534 
3stringllr = sr 
Panel .. pI 
19-11. 
~~--
N 
CP 
Z 
» 
() 
» 
w-61 
:z 
TABLE 17. TABLE 18. COMPRESSION FATIGUE DATA ON ALCLAD ~4S-T STIFFENED PANElS COMPRESSION FATIGUE DATA ON ALCLAD 24S-T STIFFENED PANELS 
}7> 
WITH CRACKED SPOT WELDS 3/4u APART WITH CRACKED SPOT WELDS SPACED 1-1/4" APART 
() 
:0-
R • min. str~6s c .25 R • min. stress D .25 
max. stress max. stress 
Sample Maximum Load Cycles to Failure Sample Max. Load Cycles to Failure 
PbS.) (lbs. ) 
.040" panel .040" panel 
1-2 7200 91,700 J-7 7000 11,500 
1-8 6000 691,100 J-l 6000 270,800 
1-10 5000 3,311,000 J-5 5200 671,100 
I-I 4800 1,825,700 J-9 4800 934,400 
1-3 4600 5,105,900 J-4 4500 663,900 
1-5 4000 >10,040,300 J-IO 4400 896,700 
Reload 6000 81, ,700 J-3 3900 2,109,800 J-2 3600 5,288 ,000 
.032" panel 
E-6 7200 40,700 .032" panel 
E-2 6000 512,800 
E-4 5000 1,695,100 F-2 6000 1,000 
E-8 4500 1,200,800 F-9 5200 143,100 
E-I0 4100 1,116,100 F-3 4500 1,033,200 
E-6 3900 1,615,600 F-10 4000 2,332,300 
E-l 3600 2,590,400 F-1 3600 2,923,500 
E-3 3300 > 10 ,611 ,500 F-8 3400 > 10,622,000 
.025" panel .025" panal 
M-8 6000 2,500 N-2 4500 4,100 
M-4 5000 69,400 N-3 3800 3,600 
M-9 HOO 514,900 N-6 3000 40,300 
M-7 4000 881,800 N-l 2600 428,800 
M-lO 3200 2,620,000 N-7 2500 26,400 
M-l 3000 3,399,600 N-5 2000 > 9,749,800 
M-3 2900 2,988,500 Reload 4000 3,000 
M-2 2700 >8,026,000 N-8 2300 >10,053,600 Reload 3000 116,400 
TV 
W 
w- 61 
I< 17.00" , 
• 
• 
• 
• 
I • 
• l~ • 
1.00" 
Overlap 
Figure 1. Typical Lap Joint Sample Tested in Tension Fatigue. 
(Sample shawn is of 0.040" Alclad 24S-T. and has 11 spot welds spaced 3/8" apart. 
Note the failure by propagation of a fatigue crack along the line of welds.) 
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Welds showing variation in si~e. 
Figure 2. 
R. P. I. Spot Welds from Untested Lap Joint 
Samples of 0.040" Alclad 24S-T with Spots 
Spaeed 3/8" Apart. 
Fig. 2 
DIMENSIONS 
a- INDENTATION 
b+c - PENETRATION 
b-c -= 0 FFSET 
d - DIAMETER 
@ 
'WI - -'I 
ZONES 
CD EXTERNAL ALCLAD 
® INTERNAL ALCLAD PROTRUSION 
INTO WELD ZO NE 
~ DENDRITIC REGION 
® CENTER ZON E 
~ HEAT AFFECTED AREA 
(I) 24 S-T 
b 
c 
I- d ~I 
FIG.3-SKETCH OF CROSS-SECTION OF SPOTWELD IN 24S-T ALCLAD 
SHOWING DIMENSIONS AND STRUCTURAL ZONES REFERRED TO IN TEXT. 
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FIG. 4- FATIG U E CURVES FOR LAP JOINT SAMPLES OF 0 .040" 
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CYCLES TO FAILURE 
FIG. 6-FATIGUE CURVES FOR LAP JOINTS SAMPLES OF 0 .040" ALCLAO 
245-T WITH VARIOUS SPOT SPACINGS. 
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(a) 
Welds Showing Typical Fatigue Cracke 
Keller's Etoh lOX 
(b) 
Two end welds from a failed sample. 
Note fatigue crack started in weld shown 
at top which did not reach weld at other 
end of row. 
Figure 5. 
Fatigue Failures in Spot Welds from Lap Joint Sample. 
or 0.040" Alclad 24S-T with Spots Spaoed 3/8" Apart. 
Fig. 5 
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Figure 10. 
spot Welds from Company A (as rece ived). 
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CYCLES TO FAILURE 
FIG. II-FATIGUE CURVES FOR LAP JOINT SAMPLES SPOTWELDED BY 
COMPANY A,0.040·'ACLAD 24S-T SHEET WITH 4 SPOTWELDS SPACED I~OIAPART 
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FIG.12--FATIGUE CURVES FOR LAP JOINT SAMPLES SPOTWELDEO BY 
COMPANY A 0040 IN ALCLAD 24 S-T SHEET WITH 6 SPOTWELDS SPACED~"APART. 
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CYCLES TO FAILURE 
FIG. 13 - FATIGUE ClRVES FOR LAP JOINT SAMPLES . SPOT WELDED BY COMPANY a , ALCLAO 24S-T 
SHEET WITH 6 SPOT WELDS SPACED 114 IN . APART . 
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CYCLES TO FAILURE 
FIG. 17- FATIGUE CURVES FOR LAP JOINT SAMPLES. SPOT WELDED BY DIFFERENT COMPANIES . 
0 .040· ALQ.AD 24 S-T WITH 6 SPOT WELDS SPACED 314" A~RT . 
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Figure 14. 
Fatigue Failures in Welds from Company A. 
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Fatigue Failures 1n Welds from Company B. 
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Viokers Hardness Measurements On ?4S-T Aluminum spot Welds 
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CURVES TO FAILURE 
FIG. IS-FATIGUE SENSITIVITY CURVES FOR LAP JOINT SAMPLES SPOT WELDED BY OIFFERENT 
COMPANIE S . 
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FIG . 19 FATIGUE CURVES FOR LAP ~OINT SAMPL~S , SPOT WELDED BY COMPANY A AND SAMPLES 
SPOT WELDED BY RPI,0.040' SHEET, I 1/4' SPOT SPACING. 
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Figure 21a. Photographs of Stitched Joints Which Showed High Fatigue 
strength. 
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CYCLES TO FAILURE 
FIG. 24 COMPRESSION FATIGUE CURVES FOR STIFFENED PANELS 0.032" 
THICK WITH SPOTWELDS SPACED 2"APART. 
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Figure 2:5. 
spot Welds in 0.032" - 0. 032" 
Stiffened Pane l Sample wi th spot 
Welds spaced 2" Apart. 
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Figure 27. Typical Stiffened Panel Semple 
(Panel 0.040" thick, cracked spot welds spaced 3/4" apart.) 
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(a) Sectioned transverse to 
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Fatigue breaks. 
Overheated spot Welds in 0.025" -
0.032" Sheet. 3/4" Spacing. Hat-
Shaped , Stiffened Panels. 
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FIG. 32 - COMPRESSION FATIGUE CURVES FOR STIFFENED PANELS 
WITH CRACKED SPOT WELDS SPACED 314· APART . 
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CRACKED SPOT WELDS SPACED I·f' APART . 
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